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that before the bridge was constructed it was already a popular crossing place, the
river being fordable at this point (786069). Not a great deal of information is
the industrial archaeologist to examine. The remains of a horse route, from a ford
on the Irwell at Warth Fold and through the old village of Radcliffe, can still be
(781087) and Hardman's Fold Farm (778089). Occasionally, neighbouring
buildings offer some clue, such as the track leading from Scotson Fold farm, an
early sixteenth century timber-framed building (777070). At Prestolee, Little
Lever and again at Ringley there are fine examples of packhorse bridges. The
remains of a route from Outwood to the packhorse bridge at Prestolec is still used
by local farmers (767061). In Ainsworth village, part of the borough of Radcliffc,
the old coach road from Bury to Bolton can easily be followed along Well Street
and then across the fields beyond Delph Lane (763103) and (761103). A horse
road leading down from Affetside is today known as Bowstonehill Road and from
Ainsworth towards Radcliffe another such road is called Ainsworth Hall Road.

By 1754 the turnpike had arrived in Raddiffc, under an Act turnpiking a
Prestwich to Bury and Radcliffe. Other Acts soon followed:
, Sloneclough to Radcliffe
18SO
lh, Starling Lane Radcliffe to Bury and

1865

hitefield via Stand Lane
Short sections in Pilkin

1880

the New Inn public house, Ainsworth Road, the old inn still stands (776087), on
the course of the old turnpike. To the north the turnpike road has been obscured,
but a little over a quarter of a mile away at Three Arrows (773094) a section of
turnpike road lies on private ground. A section of road, situated in a hollow, was
taken with the help of a local farmer. At Bradley Fold, a brick-built two-storey
turnpike house has miraculously survived (759086), and not far away the old road
can be followed for about a quarter of a mile before it joins the present Bury
Road at Brcightmet (753092). Only two mileposts survive, one on Stand Lane
outside the New Jerusalem church (790065) and the other at Starling at the
junction with Cockey Moor Road (775104). An interesting section of road,
probably built as an access road for local collieries is Moorgate Road (774098).
Except for two short sections it is cobbled for its whole length, and where it
crosses a small stream a massive sandstone foundation was laid, leaving little room
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Canals
The Manchester, Bolton & Bury canal was constructed under an Act of 1791
factory masters, including Lord Grey de Wilton, Sir John Edenfor Heathcote,
William Yates, Robert Peel, Matthew Fletcher, William Hutchinson and Hugh
Hcnshall (brother-in-law to James Brindlcy). Hugh Henshall, it would seem, carried
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staircase locks at Nob End (7520G4) from the Manchester section, which crossed
the River Irwell on a substantial stone aqueduct (752063).
The navigation was constructed along the steep side of the Irwell Gorge to a
point just outside Raclcliffc. Massive brick-built support walls were made, and the
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vo more original bridges are passed before Bcaley's wharf is
iportant link with this local bleachworks (791085). On the
s the Elton storage reservoir used to supply the canal with

railways a plan was put forward to turn it into the Manchester, Bolton & Bury
Canal Navigation & Railway Company. Boundary n
be found around Elton reservoir, although i
only a
of the
RadclKfe Local History Society, have recently re-floated two narrow boats
towards Radcliffe. It is planned to use them eventually for educational purposes.

The railway came to Radcliffe in 1846 when a line was constructed from
Clifton junction through Outwood, Radcliffe Bridge to Bury and Rossendale. The
: Irwell i Radc ffe;
iaduct
replaced in 1881 by one made of iron at a cost of £4,225 ( 91067).
The Outwood cutting is today partially preserved as a na ure trail by Whitefield
UDC, and notices have been erected to indicate to the p blic the path's form
origin (775050). The East Lancashire Railway as it became known has sevcra
stations between Clifton junction and Rossendale, the main ones being Ringle
Road, Outwood, Radcliffe Bridge, Withins Lane and Bury. Beyond Withins th
railway crosses the Irwell on an iron bridge with a 100ft span (793091). At th

crossing at Hagside, but this is soon to be demolished.
obtained, but now this line has been closed and there is little to interest the
to Bury via Radcliffe, opened in 1879. The line was at first steam operated
railway) but was electrified in 1913 when the Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway, in
co-operation with Dick Kerr Ltd, put in a third rail pickup system working on
1200 dc. The all-steel units were replaced in 1959 by new British Railways stock,

Whitefield cutting (800063) presented difficulties, and beyond the cutting the
line crosses a twelve-arch stone viaduct before Radclilfe Central Station is reached
(789071). The station at Radcliffe has been rebuilt, but this was the point where
the loop line to the nearby Bolton line commenced, being opened in 1877. The
loop line passes beneath Belgrave Street Bridge, properly called Hunt Street
Spring 1

Bridge (784079). This structure is interesting in that it was creeled with the

Central and Moss Shaw junction is now on the proposed new SELNEC passenger
cutting has been filled to the brim with the town's rubbish and it would appear

TEXTILE INDUSTRY
Little is left of the early weaving industry in Radcliffe. Although Knowsley
weavers there is no direct evidence for this, and they do not possess the
traditional row of upper windows. Weaving is said to have been carried out in the
By 1780, Sir Robert Peel had established a cotton mill in Radcliffe on the
banks of the Irwell. At low water the wooden baulks of the weir can still be seen
in the river near Radcliffe Bridge (787071), although the factory has long since
disappeared, following a fire in 1851. Peel's mill is noteworthy because of its
connection with an outbreak of putrid fever in 1784, when after an investigation
following, were made:

Today weaving in Radcliffe is all but finished, only terry towel weaving being
carried on at the Pioneer mills (793071). The mills themselves are worthy of
attention as is the nearby Wilton mill (790073).
In Quarry Street, Radcliffe, there was until recently a small works producing
coloured weaving, owned by Messrs Sharpies Ltd. Samples of the cloth and other
items are now preserved at Radcliffe library. Black Lane mills (77C088) and Water
I-iine milk (778072) are two other mills of note. Red Bank Mills (775080)
although now occupied by other companies date? back to 1854, and a new

The presence of the bleaching industry is soil reflected in local place names
the earliest bleachers in the area was A.C. Bealey Ltd.
A.C. Beatey, Burners Lane, Radcliffe (797078)
The IScak-v family chose the site for their works very
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Warth (796090) and a one and three quarter i
water to the works. In 1791, Beaky started
especially sulphuric acid; this they produced in six lead chambers, 12ft by 10ft
which are said to have been roofed like a cottage. The water from the goyt
waterwheels, and eleven bucket dashwheels. At an unknown later date two water
turbines were installed by Gilkes of Kendal, one of which still survives. In part of
the works there is a tall tower with a wind vane on the top, said to have been put
to use when 'the wind was blowing the right way' so that the deadly fumes from
their chemical plant would not endanger the people of Radcliffe. Also standing is
a schoolroom or chapel established by Mary Beaky within the confines of the
works (1793), the foundation of which is commemorated by a plaque on the oak
though a Bellis and Morcom two-cylinder vertical steam engine is still used for
generating electricity. The works also had its own gas-producing plant but only
the large ashlar blocks are left today, inscribed with the dates 1864 and 1867. The

(left) for favourable

Mount Sion Works (767067)
Mount Sion occupies a site on the bank of the River Irwell. Today the work
1859 John Whitacker took over and used it as bleachworks. The engine room still
survives and housed a Hick Hargreaves two-cylinder horizontal compound engine
until C1935. During World War II the factory produced guncotton. Water was
supplied to the works via a goyt further up the river, and another Gilkes water
turbine is situated on a dogleg of the goyt beneath the works. On the side of the
river is Radcliffe's only surviving waterwheel. It is thought to date back to about
1830 and is perhaps better described as a waterdriven beam pumping engine.
goyt, the diameter of the wheel being about 12ft with a breadth of 5ft. The wheel
buckets are unusual in that they appear to be experimental being similar to
wheel.
Lever Bank Bleachworks (762063)
Perhaps one of the most interesting of all the works in the Irwell Gorge, is
Lever Bank Bleachworks situated on a bend of the river, close to Ladyshorc,
Little Lever. Most of this nineteenth century bleachworks is intact and is today
used to store television tubes. At the entrance to the works is the stone
counting-house which has much of its original glass still in the windows and there
is a fine cast-iron balustrade on the stairs. At the front of the building in the
roadway was an early type of weighbridge, now removed. Across the work's yard
is the manager's brick-built house, and nearby is the engine house. Here a Bodmcr
vertical type steam engine of I40hp worked until c!926. In a building partly built
along the floor for operating the numerous bucketdash wheels.
In many of the buildings the roof is supported by wooden trusses and on the
northern side of the works where the so-called drying machine was situated there
sandstone foundations can be observed, whereas the present buildings are of

! found near the old goyt of a waterwheel pit and a little
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COAL MINING
mining. In 1246, Adam dc Radcliffe was fined for obtaining coal from common
the south, making working very difficult. The early workings were little more than
scratches on the surface, and only a few of these survive, such as those at
Radcliffc cemetery (780084). There are also shallow coal pits close to the canal in
the Scotson Fold area (778072), but these are covered by the later nineteenth
century cotton mills. Housing has also covered up early remains, for example at
Cama Acre (776072) and at Meadowcroft, where numerous shafts were sunk to
reach a searn known as the Top three yards - during the depression in fact the
whole site was nicknamed 'the Klondike' (780082). Coal has also been extracted
on the river side at Little Lever near to Ashclough and the spoil heaps from the
shallow workings can still be seen (760065). By 1797, a steam engine was in
operation pumping water at the Black Cat colliery, but most pits were simple
affairs. West of Higher Pit Lane, Ainsworth there is a remarkable assemblage of
shallow coal workings. Here numerous shafts were sunk to reach the only
pock-marked with depressions, the shafts sunk by the early miners. The seam was
about fifty feet from the surface at its deepest and about ten feet at the
shallowest point.
Cocksy Moor Colliery (777095)
There are now no visible remains of this once important colliery, thought to
have been started towards the middle of the seventeenth century. The site was at
the junction of Bury and Bolton Road and Grindsbrook Road, and the area has

the junction of Grindsbrook Road and Higher Ainsworth Road on the south-east
side was Lambwells pit, which was working in 1861 but abandoned by 1880
(775091).
Cocky Moor Culvert
Until very recently only a handful of people knew of the existence of the
Cockey Moor Culvert, It has been described as a sough, a drain and a tunnel, but
for convenience it is referred to as the Cockey Moor Culvert. Although the culvert
Bleachworks, Little Lever, historians
drawings. It is known, however, that it
and that an appropriate clause was
construction of the Manchester, Bolton

have been unable to trace the original
was constructed by Lord Grey de Wilton
inserted in the Act of 1791 for the
& Bury Canal, to obviate risk to a tunnel.

or TUNNEL for the purpose of working his mines or beds of coal in the said
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the activities at nearby Worsley. The culvert is thought to start at Cockey Moor
colliery (777095) running parallel with Grindsbrook Road as far as Lamb wells pit
(775091) and here it is described as 'the great tunnel' and is 'sixty five yards to

From the Lamb wells pit the tunnel goes beneath Moss Shaw housing estate
(760082) to Uchfield Road where a shaft was found during the estate's
development. The shaft was sealed, and the Doe mine (Doe seam) is recorded as
being 132ft down at this shaft. From here the tunnel eventually reached the River
although the water flow had ceased. At Mount Sion the interior of the tunnel is

colliery, Little Lever (762067) and can be seen at low water on the banks'of the
Irwell (761067).
Radcliffg

Collieries

Under this general heading come a number of old and scattered shafts, with a
host of fascinating names such as Engine Pit, Cams Acre, Black Cat, Balance,
Keppel, I-Iorrox Meadow, all of which were sunk close to the canal and suggest a
possible working date of post 1800. Some shafts were sunk next to the canal,
such as Gin Pit, Mather Croft and Mather Croft New, the main shaft. All these pits
have now been lost under spinning mills and weaving sheds that sprang up at the
side of the canal durinR the later nineteenth century. Mather or Mathercroft New
shaft had its wharf on the canal and it is known that it worked as deep as 504ft
where the Lower Yard coal was extracted (781074).
Wtiittaker Bridge Colliery
There is little left today of this colliery except the substantial supporting wall
on thecanalside (784077). The area has been developed for housing, in the course
of which the line of the old tramway running to nearby Robertson Street was
development the shaft was opened and filled in, and indeed even after eighty
was concreted some time ago, and when this was removed, the supporting pieces
rail. The- coal from Uiii a j l l i t t y W, u I Moaded by a chute into the bargi-s waiting
n
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below. This colliery also included Hampson Meadow pit (782077) near Robertson
Street, the two pits being linked by the tramway previously mentioned. An old
wharf at Water Lane, but this has not been found. Whittaker Bridge pit started
before 1846, and finished its life c!896. The full depth of the shaft was listed by
A. Jessop as being 302ft Sin, and a recent measuring of the shaft's diameter
Radcliffc Bridge.
Stand Lane Colliery (787066)
to a depth of over 803ft. Caw Daw pit was close by and was worked to a depth of
560ft, but this shaft has now been lost.
Withins Group
Withins Lane, Bank Top, and Hagside collieries are all linked underground,
including a link with the Coney Green colliery to the north. Withins Lane pit was
998ft to the bottom (789088) and Hagside was over 800ft to the sump (792085).
Bank Top colliery was the deepest being 1,413ft to the bottom (792092). In a
paper read to the Manchester Geological Society in 1862, Andrew Knowles, the

working up 10 twn hundred hnrse power. The cylinder is six[y three inches in diameter
with a nine foot stroke. The water is raised by two forced lifts, the lower one is one
hundred and fifty yards long and the higher one is one hundred and forty five yards. The
ventilation of the mine is produced by the exhaust steam from a pair of twenty horse

Allen's Green and Green Lane Collieries (780070)
Few remains are left today except for the basin on the Manchester, Bolton &
Bury Canal near Scotson Fold (777068). There was at one time a wooden link
bridge across the canal but it has now gone. Other collieries on the northside of
the Irwell include Coney Green colliery, which had several shafts and a day-eye or

workings.
Outuiood Colliery (776057 shown incorrectly on the 1 inch OS maps as Outward)

deaths. The colliery was opened about 1840-5 on a significant scale, although a
small working had existed prior to this date when it was known as Cloughside
colliery. Before the building of the East Lancashire Railway in 1845, a surface
tramway link was established between the colliery and the canal wharf at Ringlcy
(773052). At Higher Heaps the line of the tramway can still be seen, and it was
near Higher Heaps that in later years a stationary steam engine was employee! in
haulage. The tubs worked on the endless chain principle. At Wood Street
(774055), the later course of the tramway can be seen where it passes beneath
Ringley Road. There was another length of tramway from the colliery to
Radcliffe, originally worked by windlass and then by a steam engine at the pit. All
779061. The line was gravity worked down into Radcliffe.
Ladyshore Colliery (763067)
Until recently this was the best preserved of all local collieries, with most of its
buildings intact. The colliery was established on the bank of the Manchester,
Bolton Sc Bury canal at Little Lever and was one of the last pits in the area to
and lifting tackle. A few of the buildings still stand, including the colliery offices
which bear the date 1837, and this seems to be the most likely date that the
leading down lo the nearby I,ever Bank Bleach works. It is said that the colliery
was started by a Manxman from the Great Foxdalc mines, but there is no
tcrracrrtta. In 1845 the owners Messrs Fletcher Ltd actually built a church of the
Fired material at Darcy Lever (733085). The London Illustrated News reported
the event with an illustration in their February issue, 1845. The colliery was
officially closed down in 1951.
PAPERMAKING
Cark-in-Cartmel, but by 1689 papermaking was being carried on in the Irwell
Gorge. At Nob End, Little Lever, paper was being made by 1707 atT. Seddon's
can be seen at low water (7530(54) and the tailracc which is traceable along the
Broadbent's going bark to 1730. The works is perched on the edge of the river in
(7570G4) was installed, for unloading goods. The plant is now up to date and only
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Manufacturing Company was set up in 1947 to produce paper using straw as the
raw material. The company survived until 1952, but the plant and machinery was
derelict in part of the works until a few years ago, giving the industrial
archaeologist an opportunity to photograph the machinery and digesting plant.
RadcliffePaperMi.il

(7870(56)

Radcliffe Paper Mill is an up-to-date mill which started production in 1915
using rags to produce feltpaper.
/. Wild Ltd
A company started in 1860 at Broad Dumers (797080) and is now completely
updated.
East Lancashire Paper Mill Ltd (79207 3)
machinery is modern, being electronically controlled. Part of the present works
their goyt still flows into the works. The ELPM was founded in 1860 and still

Platl generator rated as follows; 112 rev, 120V, SOOkW, 6667 amp. The engine
was installed in 1 91 li and has a 1 7ft diameter flywheel.
ENGINEERING
The engineering industry in Radcliffe seems to have grown up round the
Boilermaking was a predominant part of Radcliffe's engineering output, but
nowadays the engineering product is different, and everything from pea-canning
Bury Canal at a spot known as the Bottom of Black Lane (779074) was the Atlas
I iggle drop box motion for powerlooms. The Eagle foundry in Egerton Street
(784069) was recently demolished, but not before a number of photographs and
p
rn
salvaged and placed in the public library collection. There were
ther foundries such as the Globe foundry on Spring Lane (787074) which was
:d bv G. Hevwood. a boilermaker, and later owned bv George Mills & Co,
if the early manufacturers of the automatic sprinkler for fire-extinguishing
p rposes. Bradbury & Saunders of Glebe Works (789072) specialised in the
man ifacture of papermaking machinery, and not far away the firm of General
Em
g h b k w i m t h
d
d
p -oduces wire cable.
Wolstenholme's Ltd of Bridgefield Street (786074) were manufacturers of boilers,

Ming at Whit

power stations. Whitehead & Poole Ltd on Mill town Street are still specialist
ige engineers. The local studies section of Radcliffe Library were particularly
fortunate here in that a short time ago on the retirement of Mr S. Poolc, he
g
I ga
h 1b
a complete collection of photographs of company
products since the firm's foundation around 1900. In all there are about 900
)l
tri pi
d 1
atalogues and several hundred printing blocks. Until
1972, the firm did its own moulding, but this has now proved uneconomic.
On the borders of Radcliffe with Bolton are two important engineering works,
that of Dobson & Barlow, formerly of Bolton (7G0085) and Mather & Platt Ltd
(764082). Both works carefully chose their sites close to the Bolton to Bury

Stapes Pottery (764074)
A small pottery working
clay for making the tcrrac.
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shallow working for obtaining clay and coal. It had a small horizontal steam
engine at one time to drive the mixing pans and pipe machine. The pans bore the
following inscriptions: J. Whitehead & Co, Preston and T.T. Crook, Bolton. At
these has been obtained by the public library in Radcliffe.
Whittacker's Stamp Works (789074)
The premises for the stamp works w

ectory Lane, Radcliffe. The

copper wire to form a pattern, or desired shape. In the textile industry the
rubber stamps in the 1940's, Radcliffc Library has examples of both the blocks
of the atte
•ology it has been unfortunately
nit many of the mi rindus es, such as wallpaper manufacture,
makiing,
brewing and mineral water manufacture, and condiment making, which are found
permitted the author to include all the known examples of that particular subject,
and indeed active research is still underway in many of the minor industries listed
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